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Record voter turnout
m

13 Student Senate seats filled
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
The first tie in the history of Student
Senate elections highlighted the Spring
vacancy elections last week.
Thirteen empty seats were filled last
Thursday as a record 636 students
turned out for the elections.
"It was the highest voter turnout for a
Spring vacancy election ever," said
Mike Duggins, president of the Student
Association (SA).
The tie occurred in the College of
Business where seven students competed for four available seats.
Steve Pollock and David M. Vaughn
tied for fourth, each getting 27 of the 210
votes cast in that college.
The SA constitution has no provisions
for a tie in the elections. Neither does
Parlimentary Procedures, which the
Senate follows.
There were several vacated seats after the deadline for Spring elections, according to Mike Ditchen , chairman of

the Elections Committee.
"If one of those seats is in Business
they'll both take seats but I don't think
so,"Ditchensaid.
In case an empty seat is not in the
College of business, a runoff elections
will be held to determine the winner.
No date has been set for the possible
runoff election.
There were two colleges that had only
one candidate running for one available
seat, the College of Education and the
College of Allied Health and Nursing.
These two colleges had 43 students
cast votes.
The College of Applied Arts and
Technology had no vacant seats, which
was a first, according to Ditchen.
The College of Arts and Sciences had
the largest voter turnout of any of the
colleges with 246 students voting.
The College of Law Enforcement had
119 students vote.
The new Senators are:

College of Arts and Sciences
Patricia Blackwell
Don McNay
W. Phillip Burgess
Karen Underhill
College of Law Enforcement
James Kaufman
Tony Richardson
Beverly Kluesner

L

College of Education
Clifford Taylor

College of Allied Health and Nursing
Patricia Sebastian

College of Business
Chris Kriemer
Steve Starbuck
Tim Butler
Steve Pollock
David M. Vaughn
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Senate adopts new Rider Service proposal;
Ditchen withdraws election amendments
By DEVON ANN 111 'lilt AKI)
Staff Writer
The Student Senate adopted a
proposal for a new Riders Service
during a brief meeting Tuesday night.
The proposal, brought forth in a
motion by Senator John Cooper, stated
the "present Riders Wanted' board is
outmoded and an ineffective system."
Cooper then yielded the floor to
former Senator Jim Wigglesworth,
coordinator of the proposal.
Wigglesworth cited several major
problems with the old system and
suggested one centralized board for the
Riders Service away from any
congested areas.
The new system uses uniform

computer-type cards with printed information and spaces for comments in
place of homemade signs. These cards
shall be of two bright colors to
distinguish between a driver and a
rider.
The Rider Service will be broken
down into two areas, one for residents
of Kentucky and one for out-of-state
residents.
The United States will be broken
down into nine areas and the counties of
Kentucky into six sections. Two large
maps will be enclosed in glass to show
where the sections are located.
Wigglesworth said the approximate
cost of the changes in the Rider Service
board would be $200. The proposal will
be presented to the Council on Student

Affairs. If approved there, Student
Affairs will pay the costs for installing
the new service.
Senator Mike Ditchen withdrew two
proposals concerning election amendments to the constitution.
The first proposal had requested that
a college unit be developed for "undecided" students to run and vote for
Senate candidates.
According to the present constitution,
students with "special" or "undecided"
classification may select a college unit
in which to vote or run for office.
Ditchen's amendment had proposed
that "undecided" students run and vote
under the Office of Undergraduate
Studies.
The Board of Regents, however, is in

the process of merging the College of
Arts and Sciences and Central
University College. Ditchen said the
amendment should be withdrawn until
the changes are completed.
The other proposal Ditchen withdrew
was an amendment to the constitution
that proposed amendments be ratified
by a two-thirds majority of the Senate
membership present at a Senate
meeting with a quorum.
The present constitution reads that to
pass an amendment, a two-thirds
majority of the total Senate membership must be present.
Two amendments concerning the
absence policy were left on the table
due to a lack of motion.

From president to senator

Martin travels 'exciting'new political road
By BARBARA GAFFEY
Frankfort Correspondent
From the position of president of one
of the eight major universities in the
state. Senator Robert R. Martin has
traveled down the paths of politics and
now represents the 22nd senatorial
district in the Kentucky General
Assembly.
In the past four weeks, the legislators
of the state have introduced more than
500 bills and resolutions. Snow has
halted legislative action only one day
but has often caused the cancelling of
many committee meetings.

Martin, one of the seven freshman
senators said his first four weeks as
senator have been very exciting. "I'm
having a ball," he said.
The former university president is
serving as Vice Chairman of the Senate
Education committee, a position
seldom given to a freshman Senator.
He is also on the Senate
Appropriations and Revenue committee and the Health and Welfare
committee.
Martin expressed
satisfaction with his committee appointments, "I have the committees I
asked for."
V

Former University President Robert R. Martin settles into
his new Job at his desk in the senate. The freshman senator is
serving as Vice Chairman of the Senate Education com-

The committee on Appropriations
and Revenue is currently reviewing the
Governors recently released budget.
Governor Julian Carroll stated in his
presentation of the budget that he has
often been referred to as an "education
governor." More than 45 per cent of his
proposed 7.5 million budget has been
appropriated for education.
Martin said, "I think the recommended budget has done exceptionally
well in allocating money to elementary
and secondary schools. I'm also glad to
see that teachers salaries have been
raised in the proposed budget."

Among the hundreds of proposals and
bills that have been filed, one in particular has everyone in the state capitol
talking.
The act, Senate Resolution 4, deals
with the rescination of the Equal Rights
Amendment that was ratified in 1972 by
the First Extraordinary Session of the
House and Senate.
The ERA bill, sponsored primarily by
Sen. Richard Weisenberger, DMayfield, calls for the rescination of
Kentucky's ratification of the ERA.
There is some question among the
General Assembly members as to the
constitutionality of the bill. However, if
the bill passes through the Elections
and Constitutional Amendments
committee, it will go to the floor to be
voted upon. If it passes through the
Senate and then through the House it
will be up to the Supreme Court to
decide upon its consitutionality.
Martin said he would vote against its
rescission.
"We have ratified
the Equal Rights Amendment and I
think it should stay that way."
As the Equal Rights proponents lobby
in Frankfort, they are fighting for time
with the Right to Life demonstrators.
Several hundred Kentuckians supporting Senate Bill 151 and its sister
bill in the House, HB 179 rallied at the
capitol.
SB 151 sponsored by Senator Donald
Johnson, D-Newport,
prohibits
financial funding for abortion except in
the case of danger to the mother or
child before or during birthIts sister bill in the House is
primarily sponsored by Rep. William
Donnermeyer, D-Bellevue, and states
oasically the-same as the Senate bill.
Martin said he found it difficult to
weigh the pros and cons of the 'abortion
bill.' He said, "I'm greatly disturbed
about when life begins. It's a very soul
searching issue."
The abortion bill in the house has
mittee. Talking with Senator Martin is John Vickers been referred to the Health and Welfare
assisting in the Senate.
committee. More than 25 per cent of
the house members are listed as cosponsors of Rep. Donnermeyer's Mil.

Students show their vibrant enthusiasm through shouting
and clapping in the bleachers to cheer on the Colonels. Their
loyal spirit was to no a vail—the Colonels lost to Murray 80-76.

Brockton residents complain they
have been ignored by snow and
ice removal teams. See story by
News Editor Mark Turner on Kpage 3.
^°
In Forever Green .Staff Writers Kate
Sean and Leanne Penne give helpful
tips on buying house plants on page
«
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Cause of Telford fire
is still undetermined
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
The exact cause of the fire which
destroyed one room and damaged two
others in Telford Hall may never be
determined, according to a report
released by Don Feltner, vice-president
of Public Affairs.
The fire, which evacuated 600 women
from the dorm Jan. 26, reportedly
started under a bed in the room.
"This is the toughest investigation
I've worked on in about six years, as far
as determining a cause goes," said
Dale Cozad, chairman of Fire
Prevention and Control and head of the
investigation team.
"It (the room) was pretty badly
burned out," Cozad said as the reason
the cause of the fire may not be
determined.
The Investigation team is studying

pictures of the room in attempts to find
the cause.
The official report by the investigation team has not been compleated, according to Cozad.
The possibility that the fire was due
to building wiring has been eliminated
by the investigation team.
Preliminary estimates give the cost
of damage to the building as 160,000.
No figures are available for the losses
suffered by the students.
Students who donated articles during
the fire and have not recovered them
can pick them up in the Keen Johnson
Building, according to Jeannette
Crocket, Dean of Women.
All articles that have been turned in
are located at the information desk of
the building and can be picked up
between 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. and between
2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
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Interdorm reviews
room check policy
By DEVON ANN HUBBARD
Staff Writer
The Student Rights and Responsibilities Committee of the Student
Senate has submitted to the Men's and
Women's Interdormitory Boards a
recommendation of three changes
concerning room inspection.

"A wastebasket should be clean, for
health and sanitation purposes, but not

The Interdormitory Boards submitted a seperate proposal on room inspection to the Council on Student Affairs Jan. 31 and Feb. 1
In a proposal submitted to the
Interdormitory Board Tuesday night,
the recommendations requested
consistant bi-monthly room checks
rather than the random bi-monthly
room checks the Interdormitory boards
Suggested to the Council on Student
Rights.
"The room checks should be consistant rather than at-random because
it would give*the students a break as
well as the administration," Barbara
Durham, committee member, said.
"The times and dates of the fhayei -*»
can be posted so everybody can be
ready for it."
The committee also suggested
deleting made beds and empty
wastebaskets from the current policy
for room inspection.

each time he or she puts something in
it. A made bed tends to interfere with
the privacy of the occupant of the room.

empty," the memorandum stated. "If
a wastebasket had 16 be empty for room
inspection, this means that the student
would have to empty the wastebasket

Durham added that most students do
not "get written up" for unmade beds,
and if the administration "does not plan
to follow the policy, then it should be
taken out."
Durham said she talked with several
administrators and "they said they
would really go for the committee's
suggestions."
We are trying to work with the
Interdormitory Boards instead of
having three groups submitting
separate proposals," Durham said.
As long as the condition of the room is
not detrimental to the health and safety
of its occupants, technicalities such aa
made beds and empty wastebaskets
should not be considered. "
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editorials

Teacher evaluations
Yearly bid for quality again goes unheeded
Student evaluation of
teachers and courses has
become one of those perennial
problems which continues to
haunt this University year after
year.
Every semester or so,
without fail, the idea of mandatory evaluation comes up
before some representative
body, which promptly appoints
a committee to study the issue.
When the committee finally
reports, the representative
bodies take one of two routes.
They either table any proposal
until some undetermined time
when they will have still more
information or they approve a
recommendation
which
becomes lost in the future agenda of a higher committee.
Like a bad rumor, the cycle is
as unsatisfactory as it is
seemingly unending. The time
for stalling action on the issue
is passed; this must be the year
for establishing firm guidelines
for faculty evaluation.
Students, who have both a
right and a responsibility to

evaluate their teachers as the any excuse to block a man"consumers" in the education datory evaluation system.
process, have been denied too
The first committee recomlong the chance to point out the mended that all faculty adqualities—good and bad—they minister evaluation in*
discover in classes.
struments to each of their
Student Senate passed a classes each semester using
proposal for mandatory either the University
evaluation of non-tenure evaluation form or an infaculty and recommended strument of their own choosing.
evaluation of tenured members
The Senate put these ideas
this fall. The well-researched, aside with the assertion that
well-reasoned proposal is now this system would require too
waiting for consideration by the much additional manpower in
Council on Academic Affairs.
Data Processing and the
Dr. John Rowlette, vice question of who would see the
president for Academic Af- evaluations needed further confairs, said the proposal would sideration.
be considered at the Council's
Certainly strict guidelines
meeting next Thursday.
need to be incorporated into
Faculty Senate, on the other any system so that only proper
hand, refuses to get serious on use is made of results, but to
this issue. An ad hoc com- eliminate an essential means of
mittee set up at the Dec. 5 evaluating the quality of
meeting is simply exploring education at the University
again many of the same areas because of small added exthe Committee on Im- pense or the feelings of faculty
provement of Instruction members is ridiculous.
researched last spring.
Maybe it is time for some
One gets the impression aggressive administrative acFaculty Senate is looking for tion to set up a feasible but fair
Has the Council on Higher Education overstepped
its bounds indecisions which affect the University? '

ches, States, and individuals
who founded and nurtured
them.

YES
By WALT NELSON
Assoc. Professor, English

They had no Council on
Higher Education to bind
and label them.
And our purpose is all as
noble as those of the schools
listed.
Consider: we enroll students
whose educational background
is less than the best, equip them
for a vocation, and without
neglecting their body or spirit
engage them in far more
general education than most
schools require, education in

Query:
what do Plato's
Academy, Aristotle's Lyceum,
Charlemagne's Paris School,
Oxford, Yale, Tuskegee Institute and Oberlin all have in
common?
Answer: they all developed
their own character and
achieved excellence largely
because they were left free of
the shaping hands of the Chur-

NO

By ALICE BROWN
Graduate Intern,
Council on Higher Education
My experience as a graduate
intern with the Council on
Higher Education (CHE) have
boon confined to the current
academic year, but during that
time I have not felt that the
CHE has overstepped the boundaries of its assigned responsibilities.
The CHE is responsible for
recommending a budget for

higher education in Kentucky.
Some say it has placed too
many limitations on that
budget.
But who in higher education
has ever received the financial
increments for which he
hoped? State money cannot
possibly keep pace with all the
demands placed upon it.
Some say that the CHE has
exceeded its authority in the
area of program review;
the responsibility for program
review authorized by statute
and executive order requires

The Eastern Progress
Member of Associated Collegiate Press Association, Columbia Scholastic
Press Association and Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association.

Student evaluation of
teachers is just another link in
the chain of building a better
total University. To ignore or
shove aside the idea is to deny
the importance of quality in
University instruction.

Don't blame Duplicating for poor work,
fault University's emphasis on quantity
By MICHAEL HARDfiSTY
Graphics Specialist,
Public Affairs

Through seven years at
Eastern rarely a semester went
by when I didn't hear some sort
of grumbling concerning our
Duplication Center.
Recently I have heard more
complaining than usual.
Faculty and staff from many
departments and divisions
seem dissatisfied with either the
availability of press time, or
the quality of printing, or both.
Without intention of offending, this dissatisfaction is,
the hope that the worker who in many cases, justified.
knows Aeschylus and Dante, However, the tendency is to
Titian and Handel, Cornpte and point an accusing finger at the
Piaget, the best of the past, can Duplication Center itself.
understand himself and the
present, his wealth or his
The real source of the
poverty, and can live a comproblem
appears to lie in an unplete life in either without comclear
concept
concerning the
plaining, "Is this all that there
"function" of the center. Funis?"
True, we don't always ding and lack of full-time perachieve our goal, but we often sonnel would seem to indicate
come close and on occasion ex- that it is little more than a large
Xerox machine, struggling to
ceed it.
The Council on Higher get the vast quantity of
Education did not destroy this material through, at the
mission, but for one year we sacrifice of quality.
Those faculty and staff using
thought they would. They can.
the facility, on the other hand,
tend to view it as a professional
that the CHE review and approve currently existing as well
as new programs at all levels.
Some say that the CHE
should not have any authority
to exceed. For them, I quote
Robert Be r da hi: "In cases A plea :
where no coordinating agencies... were set up, normal state
audience should
auditor, etc.-have made
decisions...which expliciuy or
implicitly performed this funcact like adults
tion."
I believe that higher Editor:
On Thursday, February 2, 1978, the
education can profit from the
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, my
assistance of the CHE. Many of sorority, sponsored the Ebony Pageant.
the CHE staff have had ex- This affair, held in the Model School,
perience in higher education as was "ok". Oh sure, the participants
either college administrators were very fashionable and sincere and
or faculty; their sympathy is talented. I am commending them.
generally with the institutions.
What I am not commending it the

printing house from which they
expect prompt service and
quality work.
So, here we have the center
constantly in a state of compromise, trying to get important publications out on
time, which is, in itself, a fulltime job. Often this means that
requests coming in late are
either not done or rushed
through the quickest possible
way.
It is frustrating for
everyone concerned.

opinion)
Recently, an attempt was
made to ease congestion by
purchasing new equipment
capable of getting out copies
more quickly. Unfortunately,
copy quality again suffers in
the process, not at all an appealing compromise.
I cannot help feeling that this
is a step in the wrong direction.
A University of Eastern's
stature does not need to be putting out more junk printing. Of
course, there are very many
jobs like newsletters, memos,
and such where quality need
extend only to the degree that
they are readable.

But Eastern lacks the
"capability" of printing
something that transmits a
quality image, and this is a hindrance to respecting it as a
quality institution. What is the
faculty's alternative to having
something printed really
well—a state bidding or contract system that makes it virtually impossible to properly
pay the vendor?
It's a dead end unless one
wishes to dip into his own
pockets for the sake of his
division or department.
Maybe the University isn't
ready for a four-color offset
web press, but it is time I think,
to reflect on the appropriateness of its current
print image.
The new
machines save time, but do
nothing to improve quality.
Should duplicating continue
to endure re-training students
each semester to help with the
overload? Is it time to consider
promoting it from the Xerox
image to a modest professional
status with experienced fulltime help? Or does a quality
image for the University take a
back seat to other more
pressing matters and limping
Divisions?

editor's mailbag

Parking those problems

By Dieter Carlton

Represented for national advertising by the National Educational Advertlsing Service. Inc., N.Y., N.Y.

How many of you have driven on lots
Where some lazy' Turkey" was parked in two slots?
This and just parking in general, you see
Is worsening daily, I'm sure you'll agree.
So why not just trade in your car for a horse.
Just think what could happen if all chose this course!
Less noise we would bear, some peace we'd secure.
There'd be lesspollution, just scattered manure.
Where once we had parked there's potential indeed.
Imagine some skate rinks or fields of corn seed!
Since horses are slow much longer we'd live. •
So less trips to Mama's and hopes she'll forgive.
The money saved from the gas we don't use
Should proviri" relief from the jobs folks will lose. ,
From cars we once owned, we could melt down the scraps,
And build many things—even better mouse traps.
Np traffic, tailgating; no loud horns will blow.
When horses assemble it's love, don't you know!
Some "jerk" in two slots we'll not see parked, of course.
If so, he's no "turkey", just some very fat horse.

Published each Thursday during the regular school year except for vacation
and examination periods at Eastern Kentucky University by authority of the
Board of Regents through the Student Publications Board.
Opinions expressed herein are those of-student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of this university.
Advertising appearing in this newspaper is Intended to help the reader
buy. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported to the Business
Manager. The Eastern Progress, Fourth Floor Jones Building. Second class
postage paid at Richmond, Kentucky. 4047S.
Eastern Kentucky University is an Equal opportunity. Affirmative Action
employer and does' not discriminate on the be - '.i of race, color, religioa. an,
national origin or handicap In the admission to. or participation in. any
educational program or activity- which It conducts, or discriminate on such
basis in any employment opportunity. Any complaint arising by reason of
alleged discrimination should be directed in writing to Dr. Rebecca Broddus. Affirmative Action Officer. Jones Building. EKL. Campus telephone
number 622-1258.
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evaluation process involving
student opinion. Someone is
going to have to take a stand
and cut off the senseless debate
which could continue into infinity.

fc

behavior of the niggers who sat in the
audience. Wait a minute — don't get so
huffy and mad—you know whether or
not your behavior was suitable and
adultlike or not.
Many people there were obviously
rude when one young lady presented
her talent in the form of a recitation
about the love a Black woman has for
her children, the niggers chose to laugh
and illustrate their crudeness and inconsideration.
If you wonder why the lady was
laughed at (though the joke's not on
her), I cannot truly say. Yet, speculate
lean. It was probably because she was
wearing an outfit which coincided with
her presentation; that is, her outfit
consisted of a red bandana tied on her
head, a blouse, and a floor-length black
skirt (no shoes, mind you).
Very plain, very humble, very appropriate. Those who laughed could not
accept or understand her point — to
them. Black is beautiful when her legs
are snowing and the woman looks
"fine".
Again, the joke's not on her; she was
fine.
Sincerely,
Camellia Casey
Box 27 Becxham

Letters is the editor are welcome. Alt
setters must be signed, less than MO
words and include the address and
telephone number of the writer.
Address all correspondence to: Editor,
The Eastern Progress, Fourth Floor,
Jones Building, EKL, Richmond, Ky.

Needed:
a piano to play

Any member of the university
community interested in submitting a
guest ipini— article to the Progress for
publication should contact the editor.

Editor:
I am a senior here at Eastern and
although a police administration major
I have a great interest in music.
Having taught myself the guitar
completely by ear I now wish to move
on to the piano.
'■

Upon entering the Foster Building in
search of one, I was told I had to be a
music major or have a class in there
just to even be in the building. A subsequent Saturday morning search of
campus was fruitless.
I can empathize with the University
as a result of the disastrous incident
that occurred this past fall Never*
theless I find it an anachronistical
paradox that in an educational institution one is unable to learn on his
own.
Rhetorically speaking, then should
the administration ban all music
majors from the athletic facilities of the
Begley Building?
Yours truly,
Mike Holeman
332 Lancaster Ave.

Letters policy

am,

Next Progress
March 2
>
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Residents dissatisfied
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Icy roads give Brockton cold shoulder
By MARK TURNER
New§ Editor
The streets and sidewalks in
Brockton are covered with ire
from last month's storms.
The residents of Brockton
have shown dissatisfaction
with having the only campus
roads that are not clear yet.
"We Just don't feel a
reasonable effort is being
made to clear off the streets
'and sidewalks," said Cliff
Roberts, a resident of
Brockton.
Cleaning responsibility
Buildings and Grounds is
responsible for cleaning off all
streets and sidewalks in
Brockton.
"We've done as much as we
could with the weather as bad
as it is," Chad Middleton,
director of Buildings and
Grounds, said.

"They're not responding to
our needs this year," Roberts
said.
An outside contractor was
brought in to try to break up
the ice on the streets
throughout campus, according to Middleton.
The contractor used what
Middleton termed as "heavy
equipment" to break up the
ice.
"All I've ever seen is a little
tractor going up and down the
street and it didn't do
anything," Dan Sorrels, a
Brockton resident, said.
A tractor sat in the Daniel
Boone Parking lot by the
Brewer Building through last
week.
"We have to wait until it
warms up enough to melt the
ice some so we can break it
up," Middleton said.
The temperature would
have to reach the 40's for a
few days in order to melt the

ice enough, according to Buildings and Grounds about
Middleton.
the sidewalks

Car problems
Cars driving on other streets
on campus caused heat and
helped break up the ice, according to Middleton.
The streets in Brockton are
covered with ice.
"Until the sun melted some
of the snow and ice the only
cars that could get out were
the ones with chains," Rick
McClellan, a
Brockton
resident said.
Pot holes make driving on
the streets dangerous.
"My car was hit when a girl
couldn't stop. She hit a pot
hole and slid into the side of
my car," Roberts said.

"I called over there and
threatened. The next day they
came by and cleared off a
little patch in front of our
house," Harriet Baumgard
ner, a Brockton resident said.
"Threats are the only way
we get anything done. I wish
there was another way,"
Roberts said.

The steps and sidewalks by
the Rowlett Building were
cleared several weeks ago
when the rest of the campus
was cleared off.
The steps the Brockton
residents use to get to class
are located next to the Powell
Major complaint
Building. These steps were
The major complaint by the cleared off Wednesday.
Brockton residents is that the
"They were supposed to be
sidewalks are not cleared off.
Several residents called cleaned when the rest of the

steps were," Middleton said of
the steps Brockton residents
use.

li

'Abnormal conditions'

MB.

■

"They should issue us snow
shovels. If they won't clean
off the sidewalks, we will,"
Mike Gomez, a Brockton
resident said.
Several Brockton residents
said they would do the work if
they had the equipment.
One resident reportedly
bought two tons of sand to
spread around his apartment
and parking place.
"These are abnormal
conditions for all of us. We're
not prepared to handle it,"
Middleton said.
"We are aware they have
other things to do but we just
don't feel that we're getting
any response and respect up
here," Roberts said.

■■

■

Ryan, McCauley found in contempt;
Court reverses its decision the next day
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
Student Court found Greg
Ryan and Pam McCauley in
contempt
Monday
and
reversed its decision Tuesday.
Ryan and McCauley,
presidents of Men's and
Women's Interdorm, were
found in contempt when they
failed to show for a meeting to
consider the progress of the
proposals court made dealing
with their case last month.

The case, Ryan and
McCauley vs. Student Senate,
delt with the Senate's power in
dormitory related areas.
Senate had won the case but
the court had set up proposals
for each party to follow.
A meeting was set up for
Feb. 6 to check on the progress
of the proposals but was
cancelled. The meeting was
rescheduled for last Monday.
"I was never contacted.
The only way I knew that the

meeting was called off last
week was through the
grapevine," Ryan said.
McCauley is doing her internship this semester and is
working for Special Problems.
"I called them and said I
wouldn't be there. What do
they want me to do, take off
work?" McCauley said.

Interdorm had taken to
comply with the recommendations.
Chief Court Justice Mark
Girard read the letter to the
other justices at the meeting
Monday.
Both Ryan and McCauley
felt the court was overstepping its authority.
"The court is a part of the
Ryan and McCauley had
Student Association. We're
sent a letter to the court
reporting on the steps

Service to 'ride' suitcasers
By RON VOLMERING
Staff Writer
A student rider service
proposal, based on the
generally accepted assumption that the University does
have "suitcasers", is in the
final stages of acceptance,
according
to
Jim
Wigglesworth, chairman of
the service committee.
Wigglesworth, proponent of
the service, said the proposal
must go through several
channels before actually
becoming a reality.
Student Senate reviewed the
proposal Tuesday and voted
to send it to Dr. Thomas
Myers, vice president for
Student Affairs, for approval.
From

Myers

it

will

go to President Powell and
eventually to the Board of
Regents for final approval.
Wigglesworth said the
measure has already recejved
support from Myers and also
Larry Martin, director of food
service at the University.
The
proposal
would
alleviate several problems,
according to Wigglesworth. It
would provide rider information in one central place
instead of the present two
spots now in the Powell
Building.
Also, it would open up the
area around the check cashing
facility and let the Student
Senate post minutes of their
meetings in a better location.
The proposal is based on a
setup similar to the

University of Kentucky's.
The measure calls for two
maps of 38 x 48 inches, one of
Kentucky and one of the
United States. People wishing
to use the service would fill out
a card stating if they wanted a
ride or if they wanted riders.
Students would list their
destination, time of departure
and phone number in order to
locate his ride.
Wigglesworth said the
proposal was finally drafted
after the realization "that we
had suitcasers."
The entire project will cost
an estimated $300 initially,
with the only other costs being
in the printing of rider cards.
The map board, according
to Wigglesworth, will be updated weekly if the measure is
eventually approved.

Young Shin is preparing as a demonstration
for her Oriental cooking class.

Did you vote in the Student Senate spring vacancy
election ?

(PtwtM by 8TKVF. KHOWN |

I
"Eta
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"I didn't vote in them. I commute
and am a transfer student and don't
know much about the University's
student government. If you don't
know something about the candidates I think it is silly to vote."

"Yes, I voted. I think It's important for the students to choose
who they want to be their representatives in the Senate. It gives them
someone to look to for leadership."

I.ynn Despard, 20, junior

Melvln Walker, 20, sophomore

"No, I would have If I had had the
"No, I didn't really know when
chance I was busy. I wish they had they held them. I don't get over to
extended the time to 8 p.m. instead the Powell Building that often "
of 6 p.m.

Barbara Brookfleld, 18, freshman

Bruce Kerr, 22, senior

University Center, Richmond
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not. They don't have any
authority over us," Ryan said.
"The court has reversed its
decision concerning last
Monday night's charges until
we can look at all the factors
involved," Girard said
Tuesday night.
Girard announced his Some of these students may have more than
resignation this week. Dale just an academic interest in the dish Mrs. Hee
Warren will become the new
Chief Court Justice.

Look at the
savings here
SHOES
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MEN'S CLOTHING
Faded Glory Jeans
Pendleton Top Coats
Palmbeach Suits
Arrow Shirts
Higgins Slacks
jantzen Sweaters
Selected Styles

Pre Season Savings!

Famous Maker

SWIMSUITS
Assorted styles and colors
in Jr. sizes S-M-L
ORIGINALLY 10.00 to 22.00
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[Forever green]
There are ways to judge healthy house plants
B> KATKSKNN

vestigate the root system.
his is actually the most
important area to check, since
it is hidden and easily overlooked and provides the plants
nourishment and strength.
The most common problem
is a pot-bound plant, meaning
the roots are matted, practically replacing the soil and
are growing around and
around in a circular pattern at
the bottom of the pot. This is
undesirable since it can mean
the plant has been deprived of
air and nourishment. Oftentimes a pot-bound plant can be
repotted when taken home,
but there is still the danger of
starved roots that may be
difficult to remedy
If possible, knock the plant
out of the pot to examine the
roots. Do this very carefully
so as not to harm the plant.
Check the roots for decay. A
sure sign that the plant has
been over-watered is soft and
mushy roots. There should not
be an unpleasant odor in the
soil. ,
I .<xik out for a white crust on
the pot or on the soil surface.
This means there is a
build up of fertilizer salts and
this can be toxic to the plant.
Check the soil for insects
T

and IXANNE PERME
Staff Writers
Before purchasing house
plants, there are a few importan> things to look for to
ensurt they are healthy and
well established.
The most obvious way to
jjd«e plant's health is by its
general appearance. A plcnt
must first look healthy and
have good color.
Check the stems and leaves
of the plant. Make sure they
have a bushy, compact apr-eara-ice. The leaves of the
plant should be uniform in
size. If some leaves are larger
than others, it may mean the
plant has been over-fertilized.
Smaller leaves indicate the
lack of light and is undesirable.
Look on both sides of the
plants leaves for pests and
diseases. Insects usually
attack the youngest growth
and the underside of the
plant's leaves. Watch for thin
webs 'hat may mean infi station of spider mites that
are too small to see.
After
the
general
appearance of '.he plant check
out, the ncxl step is to In-

and diseases. Dig down in the
soil a few inches and examine
it closely for any small insects
that may be crawling around.
Shake the pot slightly to see if
any pests can be disturbed.
After choosing a healthy
plant, there are a few
guidelines to follow to protect
the new plant and any others
you may already have.
First, water the plant
several times thoroughly
until the water runs out the
bottom of the pot. This flushes
out excess fertilizer which
could harm the plant at home
where the growth rate is
drastically reduced.
You may want to repot the
plant. If so, gently tap the soil
away from the pot until the
plant is loose. Gently shake
all soil away from the roots
and wash the roots and
foliage in a warm, mildly
soapy solution to rid the plant
of any pests or diseases. Then
repot the plant in a sterilized
pot with a sterilized soil
mixture that you mix yourself
or purchase pre-mixed. Water
the plant thoroughly.
Place the plant in a warm,
airy location with bright,
diffused light, unless otherwise labeled.
Plants love

humidity, so keep them near a
humidifier or mist frequently.
Even healthy plants may
drop loose some leaves after a
few days at home. This is
because of the change in
environment and affects some
plants differently than others.
So don't be alarmed if you
loose a few bottom leaves of
the plants the first month or
so.
The bookstore is now offering a very nice selection of
assorted foliage plants that
are very healthy. These
plants have good color and
have obviously been cared for.
Be careful when purchasing
plants in the wintertime. Be
sure to cover them well
before taking them outside to
prevent a sudden chill that
will most likely kill the plant.
It is always safer to purchase
plants in the spring or fall
when weather is the mildest
since extreme heat or cold can
kill plants.
If you have any questions
concerning your plants or
plant care in general, address
them to Forever Green, care
of The Eastern Progress, 4th
floor Jones Building.
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Here are some medical items that are significant but
not column sized.
1. Both air conditioner filters and vaporizers will concentrate infections and allergens, and then blast the concentrates right at you if you don't disinfect them every
month or so.
Just soak them in a disinfectant overnight and then
rinse the bejabers out of them.
2. The younger a girl is when she starts to have sexual
intercourse, the sooner and more certainly will she
develop cancer of the cervix. The more partners she has
the more the danger, too. The combination means she
should have regualr Pap smears, preferably every six
months, starting when she does, which increasingly
means 13 and 14 years old these days. This is the
strongest non-moralistic argument in favor of chastity I
have seen yet. A teen-ager with VD is bad. A teen-ager
with cervical cancer—well, all I can say is they are
no longer rare.

Tickets for

623-5058

DAVE MASON
and
BOB WELCH
(Concert Tues.
March 7th)

New releases:

Manilow
Zevon, Gold,
Benson and Boots!
Assssssssssssss:

Various medical points
merit student attention
3. The Public Health Service defines exposure to
hepatitis as that degree of intimacy that would occur in a
family. That means kissing, common drinking cups,
common towels, etc. From the Gamma Globulin point of
view it does mean room mates and suite mates. It does
not mean living on the same dorm floor, so relax!!
If you have something you would like to have
discussed in this column write to me in care of the
Progress

University singers
tour three states
ByTONYGORDEN
Staff Writer
Any member of a good choir
should know what it means to
get lost in the music.
The University Singers are
just such a choir. Throughout
the remaining semester and
during their tour of three
states, they will be pursuing
choral tonality and vocal
unity.
The 50-voice Singers will be
on tour from Feb. 24-27,
performing a variety of works
from the 17th through 20th
centuries.
According to David Wehr,
associate professor of music

and director of the choir,
"We'll
be
performing
throughout Kentucky and will
be making other stops in
Indiana, Dayton and Cincinnati.
"On returning home with a
concert here at the University
on Feb. 28, we will later record
an album," he added.
Two weeks after the tour the
University Singers will return
to the Lexington Center for a
performance for the Kentucky
Music Education Association.
He added, "It is a distinct
honor to appear as a
recruiting tool and present the
vocal and choral department
here at the University."
■•'
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the

Lynne Kruer

Today, Feb. U
4:45 Associate Degree Student Nurses meeting, Hemdon Lounge, Powell Building.
5:00 Sigma Tau Pi meeting, Room B, Powell Building.
7:00 Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship meeting
Jaggers Room, Powell Building.
Friday, Feb. 17
3:00 Center-board meeting. Room C, Powell Building.
6:00 International Students meeting, Room B, Powell
Building.
Monday, Feb. 20
7:00 Accounting Club meeting, Room F., Powell
Building.
8:00 Sigma Pi meeting. Room B, Powell Building
8:30 Sigma Tau Alpha meeting. Room A, Powell
Building.
Tuesday, Feb. 21
3:00 Chi Omega meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.

Theta Chi members end their Valentine's Day
flower sale Tuesday outside the Powell Grill

Most active group on campus

three Richmond nursing
homes
Kenwood House,
Crestview and Madison
Manor will hold "Rock and
Roll Jamborees" to raise
money for the fund.
The residents of the home
will participate in rocking
contests and rolling their
wheel chairs to make money.
They are being sponsored so
much money per hour by
relatives and friends.

Oops! Progress mistake

t-H

However, the University
dropped the requirement for
mandatory ROTC at the
beginning of the 1971-72 school
year to provide the student
more academic freedom of
choice.
Freshman and
sophomores now have the
option to take eight college
hours of military science or
eight hours of electives which
do not apply to their major or
minor.
$

1 off
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O
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Plus all the salad you can eat
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from our 35 item Salad Bar
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organizations on campus is
the German Club. It is a group
of students who know how to
have fun studying German.
"They're an incredibly
independent group." says Dr.
Silvia Burkhardt, associate
professor of German and cosponsor and adviser with Dr.
Ursel Boyd, professor of
German.
Some of the group's main
activities are parties such as
the Valentine's party held this
past Tuesday and dinners
featuring German dishes

cooked by Burkhardt and
Boyd. A recent meeting included films and a talk by
Boyd aboul her trip to Germany.
Past activities have included Christmas caroling, a
campfire and the International Festival at the
University of Kentucky last
October in which the German
and French Clubs sold native
dishes.
The German Club also
sponsored a German Mardi
Gras called a Fasching's
Party at Boyd's home. It
was attended by a large group
of students from UK, Transylvania and surrounding

schools as well as the
University.
Alison Gibbons, secretary
says that their spring activities include an annual trip
to a German restaurant in
Cincinnati and possibly a
picnic with the French Club.
Gibbons also explains that
the club helps students by
getting them in touch with
travel agencies if they wish to
study abroad. They also hope
to begin tutoring students who
need help in the language this
semester.
The club now has approximately 30 members. It is
for anyone who is interested in
German the art, theatre or the
language, says Boyd.

Night Feb. 27
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Come To the Campus Barber Shop
in the Powell Building
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OPEN DAY OR NIGHT FOR APPOINTMENTS
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EKU Centerboard
presents
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In Concert
From "Alice's Restaurant" to "The City of New Orleans"
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HEW WINKLER
is

OpenSun-Thursll:OOa.m.-9:30 p.m.
Free refills on Soft Drinks, Tea. and coffee
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Coupon good anytime

Bring this coupon in for discount

Baal

$

EKU STUDENT SPECIAL
Va LB. T-Bone
Large Baked Potato Texas Toast

Eager buyers take last minute advantage of
the available bouquets.

German Club

By LISA AUG
Chi O's, SAE's to collect
stall Writer
One of the most active
for Heart Sunday Drive1 foreign
language

*1 off *1 off *1 off
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Las Vegas

It s the thought that counts

7:00 Black Student Union meeting, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building.
8:30 Tau Kappa Epsilon I jttle Sisters meeting, Room C,
Powell Building.
Wednesday, Feb. 22
5:00 Greek Week meeting, Room D, Powell Building
7:00 Pershing Rifles meeting. Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
7 00 Accounting Club meeting, Room E, Powell
Building.

»1 off

bert, "take jogging. I used to positive attitudes and realize
think I couldn't make it that "with a positive attitude
around the block but, through you can look for positive
persistence and a change in solutions to problems.''
attitude, I worked up to four
According to Bobbert, the
miles."
course is based on the idea
Larry Bobbert, director of that "the one thing we can
television productions at the change in life is ourselves."
University, became interested "We can't always help the
in attitudes largely because of way we feel," continues Bobhis profession.
"Things bert, "But we can help the
always go wrong in this way we think and act in a
business and I'd find myself situation."
getting angry about things
Two Continuing Education
that two days later didn't Units are awarded to program
count," explained Bobbert."
participants by the University
On a friend's recom- and Bobbert is presently
mendation, Bobbert enrolled working to secure college
in an Adventures In Attitudes credits for the course through
course in Cincinnati where he Laveme College in California.
also attended the coorWhen asked what he felt was
dinator's seminar.
His the courses biggest selling
position as coordinator isn't to point, Bobbert thoughtfully
"teach" the course but to replied, "It teaches you to be
"keep things moving." "This able to control emotional reacrelieves me of having to be a tions to things by a change in
psychologist," said Bobbert.
attitude."
The course consists of large
Although there are no
group and smaller, in- students presently enrolled in
Men's
and
Women's dividualized projects where the course, Bobbert positively
Interdorm is sponsoring a Las students leam to develop maintains "It'sgrowing!"
Vegas Night in the grill
Monday, Feb. 27 from 8 until
11 p.m.
The evening will feature
booths, a basketball throw and
other games of skill. Gifts
donated by the Richmond
merchants will be auctioned
142 N.2od Street
off to the highest bidder at 10
Downtown
p.m.
China
Silver
Us Vegas Night is being
Crystal
Trophies
held to raise money for the
Wedding Invitations Bridal Registry
Madison
County
Association for Retarded
Engraving done in the store
Children and the Joe Keith
Phone 623-9678
Memorial Fund.
MARGARET MACDONALD
SUM Writer
"Adventures in Attitudes"
is a special interest course offered by the University's
Divison of Special Programs.
For $27, one can learn to control one's attitudes.
Now in its second week of
meeting, which is * every
Tuesday evening from 6:30 to
9 p.m. in Room 332 of the
Stratton Building, Adventures
in Attitudes, said Larry Bobbert, coordinator, is a
discovery through interaction.
"Many times you can approach situations from a
negative point of view and
only through a positive view
can you look for solutions,"
said Bobbert.
"For example," said Bob-

Please send notice of special events and meeting
times, dates and places to Lynne Kruer, organizations
editor, 4th floor, Jones Building. Unless notice is in by
tlie Friday preceding publication, placement in The
Direct Current cannot be guaranteed.

An article in last week's
Progress stated that the
University ROTC program
was number one in the nation
in enrollment figures for the
second consecutive year. It is
actually the third consecutive
year.
The article also staled thai
the University requires male
students to take at least two
years of military science
classes.

5

Special interest class teaches
control of emotional reactions

direct; current

Members nf the Chi Omega
sorority and the Sigma Alpha
Kpsilon fralcrnity will conduel roadblocks on Sunday,
Feb. 26 for t»v Heart Fund
Drive.
Also, they will be collecting
contributions from house-tohouse to raise money for the
charily, according to Mrs.
Clifton A. Bayse, Richmond
Heart Sunday chairman.
In addition, on March 16,
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Showtlmai Nightly 7:00 * 9:15
Mat in.. Sunday 1:00 4 3:00 p.m. Admission-Adults $2.50
Student ID Monday thru Thursday »2.00
Town* Cinema and WEK Y
Preient Midnite Movie

Thursday 12:15

Admissm 11.00

ARLOGUTHRIE
March 6, 7:30 ,
Brock Auditorium
Tickets go on sale Feb. 21
Powell information desks and Bursar office
$3.00-55.00
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Upward Bound
seeks counselors
B; -ARRY BERNARD

Feature Editor
Billy Dickerson is a freshman at the University bu*. he
lived here three summers
previously. Therefore he
didn't experience some of the
fears and worries that plague
many incoming freshmen.
Dickerson is one of 110
high school students who has
spent the summer at the
University through a program
called Upward Bound.
Upward Bound Is a
federally-funded program
sponsored by the Department
of Health, Education and
Welfare for high school
students from low-income
families from nearby counties.
The program is aimed
mainly at "high risk"
students, according to Bob
McCleese, outreach counselor
for Upward Bound.
When McCleese says high
risk, he means students from
low-income families who have
very
little
motivation
educationally.
"These students have
academic problems because
their parents had very little
education or they aren't
skilled in any certain Job,"
McCleese said.
"These
students
usually
have
emotional
or
social
problems."
The main purpose of
Upward Bound is to help those
students achieve a college
education by introducing them
to college life.
McCleese said the students
live in dormitories on campus
and are not required to buy
anything. They are also able
to take Upward Bound classes
which emphasize English and
math because "they are the
greatest weaknesses of these

.students," McCleese said.
These classes are taught by
University professors on
campus and high school
teachers from nearby counties
are also brought in to teach.
During the summer the
group lakes field trips to
various places and have
several dances and parties.
'-We try to enrich the student
academically, socially and
culturally," McCleese said.
Each student is assigned to
a counselor who helps guide,
assist and supervise Upward
Bound students in academic
and social problems.
"What it really means is
that the tutor-counselors serve
as big brothers and sisters to
the Students," McCleese said.
There are 10 tutor-counselor
positions currently available
for students who have at least
a 2.0 grade point average and
have "an interest in working
with students and people,"
McCleese said.
The counselors will be paid
1800 for the six weeks of
service from June IS to July
31. Room and board will also
be provided.
They will be required to
accompany the Upward
Bound students on field trips
and help organize various
activities. They will also be
required to assist instructors
during Upward Bound classes.
Some of the main responsibilities of the counselors is to
tutor Upward Bound students
in certain academic areas,
counsel students who need
encouragement, motivation
and emotional stability and to
keep students informed of
Upward Bound activities.
The deadline for tutorcounselor applications is
March 10 and interviews will
be scheduled for March 20-30.

Home offers large
deduction on taxes
Whatever the problems of
home ownership - climbing
property taxes, inflated fuel
bills, unavailability of reliable
services - concern about them
trends to fade away as April 15
approaches.
For, as the Kentucky
Society of Certified Public
Accountants points out, that
little home with the big
mortage is the richest load of
tax deductions the average
family can expect to mine,
even though choice veins such
as the office-in-the-home
deduction have been virtually
eliminated.
For many years it has been
national policy to encourage
family home ownership
through tax benefits, and that
because the cap is only given to the students who have main- is still pretty much the case
today. Even the Carter adtained good grades going into their final year of nursing.
ministration's proposal for
taxing capital gains as ordinary income would exclude
gains on the sale of a personal
residence.
The two biggest Us
deductions a home brings, say
the CPAs, are property taxes
Human Resources and the formation. In such manner, levied by state and local
National
Registry
of Hammack can be constantly governments, and interest on
Emergency
Medical informed of Rescue Squad the mortage, including the "points" paid to
Technicians.
movements.
persuade the lender to grant
the mortgage.
The near-disastrous Telford
On television shows now The tax deduction for an
fire was an opportunity for
Hammack to put his skills and featuring paramedics and office at home has been just
leadership qualities to good other emergency workers, about wiped out for employees
use. He helped in the sear- Hammack holds adamant who have offices or other work
ching of rooms after the opinions.
For example, space elsewhere. To claim an
dormitory was evacuated. He Hammack cited the use of office-in-the-home deduction
was also active in aiding in the Cardiopulmonary Resusit- now an employee must be able
organization
of shelter ation (CPR) on the shows, to prove that the home space
is used regualrly and exoperations at the Coliseum. saying that, "it is dangerous"
clusively for the employer's
Hammack stated that the to apply CPR to an active,
benefit as a principal place of
more "exciting" aspects healthy person
and that business or to meet with
usually happen in spurts, therefore, the television clients.
Although never welcome, techniques for such treatment People who conduct their
emergency situations occur in should be revised.
own businesses out of their
Richmond as well as In defense of television homes still can deduct a proanywhere else.
emergency dramas. Ham- rated portion of their
"For days there will be mack stated that there were household maintenance and
nothing," Hammack said, "good dramatic reasons" for repair costs, of course, but
"And then, we may get three procedural error and thaf under the new policy they will
or four calls in a single hour." most of the harrowing ex- do well to isolate work spaces
from living quarters, leaving
As Hammack spoke, a peroences that the characters no doubt that except for
walkie-talkie on his desk could face are actually very true-to- storage areas the businessbe heard bleeping in- life.
related space is used
regularly and exclusively for
business.
Other deductions that have
been tightened are those on
vacation homes rented out

Reward for a job well done
Both two and four year nurses were capped oy instructors in
Brock Auditorium Saturday afternoon. The capping is
especially significant to nursing students at the University

In rescue work

Excitement occurs in spurts

By VIRGINIA HENNING
Staff Writer
Before coming to the
University in August of 1976,
Tom Hammack was an instructor at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham.
Now Hammack is a member
of the Madison County Rescue
Squad, a part of the Richmond
Fire Department, and coordinator of the Emergency
Medical Care division of the
University.
These time consuming
activities compose what
Hammack refers to as a way
of "keeping (his) fingers in on
what's going on in the field."
The "field?" Specifically,
Hammack is involved in the
training of Emergency
Medical Technicians (EMT)
and Emergency Medical

Technician-Para medic a
(EMT-P).
Both vocations
entail the immediate response
to emergency situations and
the care and transporting of
accident victims.
"Eleven years ago, there
weren't any EMT's," said
Hammack.
The programs
were initially developed by the
Department of Transportation
in 1967. "Our program here,"
said Hammack, "is the only
one in the state that offers an
Associate's
degree
in
Emergency Medical Care."
Similar
seminar-type
courses are offered at U.K.
and U. of L. But either basic
and-or advanced levels of
instruction in EMT and EMTP must be completed for the
privilege of sitting for
examinations given by the
Kentucky Department for

when not being used by the
owner and his family. You
can still deduct interest and
taxes but other deductions
such as upkeep fuel, electricity and depreciation cannot be taken
unless the place is not used for
personal purposes more than
the greater of 14 days or 10
percent of the number of days
it is rented out during the
year.
If you rented out the place
for less than 15 days during
the year, disregard the above.
Do not declare the income and
do not take the deductions,
other than interest and taxes.
Uncle Sam wants you to treat
such an arrangement as a
"wash."
And even if your use of a
vacation home falls within the
permissable limits, your
deductions on a so-called
hobby business, except for
interest and taxes and
otherwise allowable deductions, cannot exceed income.
If you sold your home in 1977
at a profit and do not expect to
reinvest at least the full
amount received in a new
home within two years, you
may have to pay a capital gain
tax. File a schedule D and
Form 2119 along with your tax
return.
Should you still be undecided as to whether you are
going to buy or rent your next
home, you can defer payment
of the tax for up to 18 months,
but unless you are quite sure
you're going to buy, the CPAs
advise that you pay the tax
immediately and avoid interest charges and perhaps a
penalty. Save a copy of Form
2119; incidentally, whenever
you do finally sell without
reinvesting it will be useful in
establishing your cost basis.
All receipts and canceled
checks having to do with the
purchase and maintenance of
a home should be retained
indefinitely.
They can be
useful in computing your
yearly tax bill, can help
establish a cost basis that will
minimize any capital gain tax
you may ultimately have to
pay, can be used in event of
casualty loss insurance or tax
claims, and conceivably can
be used to win a reduction of
real estate tax assessments. '

Health Fair to present
exhibits March 7-9

EKU Cleaners
Dry Cleaning with convenience
Located in the Powell Building

Fine Dining at

Bamboo Garden
Chinese Restaurant
Phone 823 2652

Sinners Viiiite (Next to Bit X)

Exhibitis on a variety of
health topics will be presented
at a Health Fair to be held on
March 7, 8. 9 at the
University Powell Center
from 9 a.m.
to 3
p.m. daily on the lower level.
The Health Fair is sponsored by EKU's chapter of Eta
Sigma Gamma, a national
health education honorary
society, the EKU Health Club,
the
A.D.
Nursing
Association, the EKU

Department of School and
Public Health, EKU Student
Health Services, Madison
County Health Department,
and Kentucky Department of
Human Resources.
The public is invited to
attend. Interested groups can
contact Dr. Don Calitri (6221137), Edith Schweikle (6223775), or Dr. Herman Bush
(622-3646) for further information.
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This week's special'
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Put her
in Ice..,
In keeping with her nature,
irresistible solitary diamonds.
Cool and calm... to go with her
everywhere-day or night.
Solitaire engagement ring or
pierced earrings. Your choice
S350.00. (Surprise her with the set S700.

KIRK'S^;™
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Shoppers

IG<\
fcastern By-Pass
Village
Shopping Center

Footloose and fancy free.
And lookin' good in rugged
natural leather Morgan
Quinn Shoes. At prices that
will keep you
feelin' good too!

Your eves are the most expressive part of you.
Yves Saint Laurent has created his eye designs to
enhance \our personal style. Eyewear that is always
Saint Laurent \et importantly always you. Pay us a
visit and view our complete collection of eyewear by •
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Colonels romp
over Southeast
By JIM KEEN
Staff Writer

Cagers split in Alumni

Lovell Joiner tips in two of his 22 points in currently the Colonels' leading
Monday night's game against Murray as averaging 17.2 points per game.
"Bobo" Jackson, 33, looks on. Joiner is

scorer

Must-win situation faces Colonels now
By CHRIS ELSBERRV
Staff Writer
With their sights set on
Bowling Green and the OVC
tournament March 3-4, the
Colonels are in a must-win
situation. Eastern could lock
up a berth in the four team
post-season event with a pair
of victories against East
Tennessee and Tennessee
Tech in the upcoming week.
Once the doormat of the
league, the Easl Tennessee

State Buccaneers are starting followed closely by Jim Smith
to dish it out instead of take it. who had 16 and Cat Watson's
They are in second place in 13. Center Scott Place hauled
the conference with a 7-3 down a game high 17
record after losing to OVC rebounds.
Eastern's leading scorer
leader Middle Tennessee, 63I-ovell
Joiner had a poor
51 in Johnson City on Monday
night and are sporting an shooting ' night in the
Coliseum, hitting on only nine
overall mark of 15-7.
of 28 shots. He still led the
Earlier in the season, the
Colonels
with 20 points,
Km s defeated the Colonels 7569, in Alumni Coliseum as B.J however and Kenny Elliott
was right behind with 19.
Johnson poured in 20 points,
"I picked them in the top

four in the pre-season poll,"
said head coach Ed Byhre.
"But that really doesn't mean
much at all; we were picked
seventh and we're not a
seventh place team."
The Tennessee Tech Golden
Eagles come to Richmond on
Monday night, looking to
revenge an earlier 73-62 loss at
the hands of the Colonels back
on Jan. 21 in Hooper Eblen
Center.
Tech has fallen on hard

SIU, East spoil debut

Netters drop home openers
By CRAIG COMBS
Staff Writer
The men's tennis team
opened its season over the
weekend with a pair of losses
to tough competition.
A 7-2 loss to defending
NCAA Division II champ
Southern Illinois tEdwardsville). Friday night was
followed by a 6-3 defeat to OVC
rival
East
Tennessee
Saturday at the Greg Adams
Tennis Center.
Fine
individual
performances by Eastern's Steve
Alger and Chris Herden were
bright spots in the Southern
Illinois loss. Alger, playing

No. 1 and Herden, in the No. 2
spot, won their doubles match
against Juan Farrow, a Davis
Cup player, and Arjun Fernando, also an All-American,
7-6, 2-6, 7-6. The last set came
down to a nine-point tiebreaker, with Alger-Herden
winning 5-4.
In their singles matches,
Alger extended Farrow to
three sets before losing 3-6, 62, 6-3. and Herden fell to
Fernando 7-6, 6-3. Bob I-andrum, playing No. 6, was the
only other EKU winner
beating Scott Waley in singles
4-6. 6-4, 6-3.
On Saturday East Tennessee, the pre-season

7

Final minutes decide

Joiner and Mike Oliver, who
•allied 16 and 15 points,
respectively.
Freshman guard Dale Garner was the loser's top point
producer with 17.
"If they were missing from
the outside we may have had a
chance, but they made all
their shots," said Jim Morris,
head coach of IU-SE.
"We've played well all year,
but just haven't been able to
win," he said.
Colonel head coach Ed
Byhre was pleased with last
night's triumph, but is most
concerned about the future
"We're just looking forward
to the East Tennessee game
this Saturday night," he said.
Byhre's strategy was to substitute freely throughout the
game.
"There wasn't
anything philosophical about
it. It was just a matter of
playing everybody," he said.

The Colonels took s break
trom the OVC when they
played host to the Inaiana
University
Southeast
Grenadiers last night at Alumni Coliseum.
In the first meeting ever between the two schools, the
Colonels came away convincing 89 to 68 victors, led by
a balanced offensive attack
that had four players in double
figures.
The victory boosted the
Colonels overall won-loss
record to 12-10 while the
Grenadiers dropped to 3-20.
Last night's game was a
makeup contest for a match
that was originally scheduled
for Jan. 12.
from Bruce Jones' opening
bucket to the final buzzer, the
Colonels were in command
and never trailed. Although
the game was close in the EASTERN KENTUCKY (89)
4 3-4 It, .I..111.T 14 2-3 li. Jones
early going, the Colonels li IMIIion
It. Oliver 12 1-4 IS. Jenkins 4 S-5 ».
opened up a 49-35 lead at half- Merchant 8 0-4 I. Tternr) 4 l-l «. Ujttt
time, relying mainly on the 02. Huolrarrk I<M>0. WoB • MI.
IU-SOUTHEAST 1681
sharpshooting of Jones.
<;«rnfr IIIII, HIIIT ill M 11, Korhlrr
Junior guard Kenny Elliot II M 10, Srhmidl 4 3-4 7. Ruttorfl 6 0-0 i
Cwl
i 4-5 I. Wads»urth 4 0-2 4. Morris 4
was Eastern's top scorer with
044. Mrrfcrl 204 2. Il.-.k 0040
17 points, while freshman
Halllimi I asli in Kentucky 4» ILguard Jones added 16, 14 of Soulhrast
35.
IHUI-MI
out-Joan.
Total
fouli-Kaslrrn Krnlurky 22 II
those in the first half. The
Southeast
20
Technical
loutsother Colonels in double Joiner AtlcmUmr-1300.
figures were forwards Ix>vell

Page

favorite to win the OVC, split
the singles matches with the
Colonels, then swept the three
doubles matches for their 6-3
win.
The team goes into action
again this weekend with home
matches 7 p.m. Friday night
against Tennessee Tech and
Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.
against SIU (Carbondale).

ByBOBLANGFORD
Sports Editor
The Colonels pulled one out
and let one slip away In the
final minutes this past
weekend at Alumni Coliseum.
They defeated Austin Peay
81-73 on Saturday but lost 80-76
to Murray on Monday night
giving the Colonels a 6-5 mark
in the OVC and an 11-10 record
overall.
The Colonels outscored
Austin Peay 16-4 in the last
3:26 and came away with a
win over one of the teams
Eastern is battling for the spot
in the conference tournament.
The Colonels trailed the
Governors 67-65 when Vic
Merchant tied it up with a pair
of foul shots.
Bruce Jones and Mike
Oliver then hit on successive
layups to give the Colonels a
four-point lead that they never
relinquished.
Before the game, Colonel
head coach Ed Byhre
promised that Gov forward
Otis Howard would not score
40 points against the Colonels
as he did in their first meeting.
Howard almost proved the
Colonel boss wrong by getting
34, but it wasn't enough as
the Colonels put four players
in double figures.
Merchant led the attack
with 22 followed by Kenny
Elliott's 16.
On Monday, however, the

tables were turned as Eastern
could not hold on to a 13 point
lead and ended up losing by
four.
The Racers scored 23 points
to the Colonels' 6 in the final
7:25 to win only their third
conference game of the year.
"During the last five
minutes we didn't take any
good shots," Byhre said.

Newer* N 44 K »■■■■■ 14 U 17.
Pe«ia If M 14, Maya IM I. Bereey I 411. RMI 1 4-4 !. Jerkaoa IMS MIIHI
Ml

EASTERN KENTUCKY (II)
Mrrrfcael 14 4-14 B. Ktll.lt II 44 14.
Other U i-414. Jeer* t S-7M. Jehtrr IM
L tteetrarrk * I-i I. Ttrrary • M t.

%fJt.

L

■

BIG BOY
Delivery's —
5 p.m. 11:30 p.m.
Phone 623-4100
Eastern By-Pass

Richmond, Ky

jsdT,

Serving You Better
with•
Our New Main Office Facility

"We are in a must-win
situation," said Byhre. "The
players know it, I knowjt. I
hope the incentive will be
there."

A romlerUbit, medrrn lacUHy wIUi a
frtmdly, retain] atmospaere

Complete Banking Services

Dial A
Bible
Moment

Pioneer Stereo System

AUSTIN PEAY (731

"We didn't want to go to the Hallllmr— tailrra Kraturk) 14
stall with four minutes to go," Aaatte Pray II. Failed eat-Jacks*..
Maya.
Tetal teals— AasUa Prey M
Byhre said. "If there were Eealrre Keaaarky II.
Trraalral
two minutes left we might laele-aeee. A-4.4M.
have gone to the delay."
"That was no fluke," MURRAY STATE (N)
Mafl t« M f*\ Warm II1-1 1*. TtHrMurray head coach Fred deill U M It. Jarkaea I 44 I. Krlly 4 44
I. Jarrrtl tMLRaeatall M I.
Overton said. "We've got a EASTERN KENTUCKY (71)
Josarr n 1-4 U. Jean IIM 21. Ollvrr
good team, we've just been
It 1-1 13. Mmrnaat I M II. Beotrarrk t
unlucky all year."
M I. ESIen • M I. Tlrreey IM •The Colonels have three
Halltlnr -Eaitrra Kralarky It
conference games left this Marray Stale 34. Peeire eel aiat.
TaUl leaks—Marray Stair II Easlrra
year and are fighting for a Kreaarky II Trrkalral leal
spot in the top four to qualify A-4,7»».

times of late, losing six games
in a row.
But the Golden Eagles still
are doing much better this
year than last, already 5-5 in
the conference, which is quite
an improvement over the 1-13
mark they had in 1976-77.

624-2427

for the OVC tournament in
Bowling Green March 3, 4.
"We've got our work cut out
for us now," Byhre said.

Ckeckkkf ArreaaU
Salrly Dr-po.lt Boars
I Tar Every Need

SavlBfi Aerostats
Treat Drparlmrnl
Travelers CfccHu

aid aooa

t4-Hour naakiss,

I

Three Convenient Locations
Big Hill Aveaae

MaaaONke

Kaslrra By Pass

t&Ss
Phone 623-2884
if II II

.'«!
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EKU Centerboard
and
EKU Music Department
Present

^X
■ H.M

8 TRACK, AM/FM STEREO SYSTEM
W/BSR CHANGER

HAIR CYCLE

•Phase Lock Loop Multiple* demodulotor ochieves
• lot* of theort level ol chonnel

seporotion ond

distortion on FM Stereo broodcosts

623-9774

•Recording Output Jock
•Lcrg* Two Woy Acoustic-Suspension Speokers
•Full Size Automolic Record Chong,e>f
•Cueing ond Pouse Control
•Calibrated Stylus Pressure Gauge

Indiana University

Chamber
Singers

• Colibroted and Adiustoble Anti-Skole Mechonism
• Interchangeable

Automatic

ond

Manual Center

Spindles
• Speaker Dimensions 13 «22 . «8

ss

*S

Reg $289 95

SALE.

219 95

8 TRACK RECORD/PLAYBACK DECK
•Two large VU Meifs for Rocordinp, level*
• Manual Recording level controls

Monday Night
February 20
Brock Auditorium
8:30 P.M.

•Function Selector
•Pouse and Fast Forward controls
•Illuminated

Program

End

Program

ond

About the group

Record Indicators

Great cuts for Males & Females

■

•Stereo Microphons Jocks
•580 Millivolts output to motch your audio
components

this coupon
t_ Expires Mayll. 7f l
Tues-Fri. l:00p.m.-9:00p.m.
Sat. 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.iri.
Appointments Available
218 S. Porter Dr.
(Behind Jerry's)

•Frequency ronge 70 to I 3 000 Mi
•Wow ond Flutter less thon0 15*.
•S-gnaM© Ncse Rftfio 45 dB

RICHMOND'S RADIO SHACK ..a,.,
Sort Hours:

Mon.-Set. 10 A.M.-8 P.Mi

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER, UPPt& L'EVEL

•superb choral sound
•f^ecision of diction and pitch
•rich musicality
•superior stylistic flexibility
•appeal for every audience

LHH
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Bob Langford
Off the Cuff

Backs are the key
as recruiting ends
MATTHEW DURHAM
Stall Writer
Tlit war for recruits ended
on Wednesday Feb. la and
Colonel head football CuftCtl
Koy Kidd summed i' up as
one heli of a recruiting
year."
The deadline was for high
school football prospects to
sigh a national letter of intent
and declare what college they
wish to attend.
"Everyone I assistant
coaches) is going somewhere
to sign someone," told Kidd.
Kidd said that he was
looking at players from every
offensive and defensive
position
but
especially
defensive backs.
"We're
looking at some good defensive backs with speed. We

want more speed back there."
Kidu also hopes to sign
several promising offensive
backs to add depth to the
graduation-riddled backfield.
Does the fact that EK'J had
a sub-par season by its
standards and Universit> of
Kentucky had an excellent one
hurt recruiting in the state?
'We don't try to outrecruit
UK because with higp school
players becoming bigger and
faster there is enough 'alent to
go around
"The 5-5 record may help us
in recruiting because it makes
you go out and try harder,"
Kidd said.
Kidd declined to name
specific players until he has
their signature on the dotted
line.
>000-«3>0-O0-

PORTRAITS
_

WEDDINGS

V ^^^
J^!\

GRADUATIONS

/l\

COMPOSITES

PORTRAIT?
JOB 4 PASSPORT

FOR THE FINEST IN {^O&Ujtflpluj

Jim Cox Studio

623-3145

218 Porter Drive (Behind Jerry's)

PI

iphotnb} JIM JVHMANi

Doug Bonk, an All-OVC performer in cross mingham, Mich, set a personal best in the
country, heads for home in the Mason-Dixon 3000 meter run Saturday, making the distance
games last weekend. The junior from Bir- in 8:36.

Colonels cop Mason medley
By JIM KEEN
Staff Writer
There are not too many
meets that the Colonel track
team competes in which world
records are set.
But at the prestigious
Mason-Dixon Games, held in
Louisville last weekend, the
Colonel thinclads demonstrated that they are capable
of running with the best.
Their distance medley relay

I

MADISON
NATIONAL BANK
Convenient Full Service Branch Office
equipped
with Drive-In Window, located at
corner of Water and Second Street.
Branch Office Hours
8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. Monday thru Thursday
8:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.—Fridays
8:00 a.m. until 12 Noon-Saturday

623-2747

MEMBER

>•

30

Our switch hits. Coordinates you
switch about'again and again. In
a nubby look of linen polyester
Natural-tone and brown stripes and
solids For 8-18
Striped turtleneck shell, J.94
Natural blazer. 11.99
Natural turtleneck shell. 4.99
Striped cardigan. 11.99
Pull-on pants, 7.99

'•c,

'"'*•

AT EITHER SHOPPERS

VILLAGE OR

Today and tomorrow the
Colonels will be in Johnson
City, Tenn. for the OVC Indoor
Track Championships, hosted
by East Tennessee. According to head coach Art Harvey, the conference meet is
the most important meet of
the indoor season.

linen-look
coordinates.
4.99 to 11.99

FDIC

One HOUR
DRY CLeaneRs

broken more than 40 times in
the 18 year history of the
Mason-Dixon Games and 1978
was no exception as 3 official
and one unofficial world
marks were established at this
year's games.
World records were set by
Jackson State in the women's
sprint medley relay, by Irene
Spieker of Virginia Tech in the
women's pole vault and by the
Tennessee State Tigerbelles in
the women's 880 yard relay.
For the men, Renaldo
Nehemiah of Maryland was
robbed of a world record in the
60 meter high hurdles due to a
malfunction of the electronic
clocks.
However, Nehemiah, who
already owns the world mark
in the 60 yard high hurdles,
was hand timed in :07.5, well
under the existing standard of
:07.62.

Special

1=

GOOD

"fearsome foursome" of Bill
Morgan, Drew Bey, Garry
Shields and Mark Yellin
teamed up to capture first
place in the college division of
that event.
The distance medley relay
consists of successive legs of
3
4, '4, '2 and 1 mile distances
for a total of 2's miles.
Doug Bonk, also entered in
the 3000, posted a time of 8:40
for another personal record,
while in the triple jump, Chris
Goodwin leaped to a third
place effort of 48'11".
A noteworthy performance
was also turned in by Garry
Moore, the defending OVC
champion in the 110-meter
high hurdles.
In a field that included
several world class hurdlers.
Moore posted a time of 8.2
seconds in the semifinals of
the Invitational 60 meter high
hurdles.
Neck and neck with the
leader with only a few feet
remaining in the race, Moore
stumbled and consequently
lost the few tenths of a second
that would have put him in the
finals.
World records have been

MAIN STREET LOCATIONS
Good Friday Only

"Hey, you guys wanna play?"
"Yea, alright, full-court or
half?"
"Man, let's go full."
"Alright, you guys be skins."
Even though getting a game is
a little more difficult than
this, the idea behind it is
just the same.
You
hope
the
guys
you ask are not the
playground's UCLA but then you
don't want them to play like a
bunch of girls either (sorry
ladies, I couldn't resist).
Ed Byhre, along with the OVC,
did a pretty good job of finding
the right five guys to go against
this year.
The fact that the Colonels' four
patsies come after Dayton, Cincinnati, Western and Middle,
and after playing four out of five
on the road is no accident.
Sure, Indiana-Southeast and
Wilmington cried foul weather
the first time around but they
were rescheduled on nights when
an easy game couldn't hurt.
Finding the 12 weakest teams,
however, does not a good
schedule make, so Byhre got his
Colonels games against some
awfully tough squads.
Of course, Marquette blew
Eastern away but that loss does
more for the program than five
wins against Southeast.
The OVC office has also helped
out in the Eastern schedule.
The slate had the Colonels
playing four of their last five
conference games in Alumni.
The way they .play there though,
that may be a curse instead of a
blessing.
It's good to have final games
at home if you are in the race,
but if a team is fighting for the
cellar as the Colonels usually
are, one complaint is that you
had all your games on the road
too early and dropped out of contention and couldn't catch up.
Even though Byhre, or any
copoh, makes his own schedule

there are other steps involved in
the final decision.
First, Don Combs has to OK
it, then the athletic committee
has to rubber stamp the tentative agenda.
Being on the athletic committee is one of those jobs
everybody dreams about and
everybody else has: free tickets,
free banquets, all that stuff.
Until a few years ago only men
were members of this elite group
but at present half of the committee is made up of women.
Not that the women on the
committee are not qualified, but
now that Title IX is hitting the
higher ups where they live you
would think they would object a
little more.

More stuff...
If the OVC season ended
tomorrow, the Colonels would
watch the tournament on
television, or at least listen to it
on the radio.
Although they are tied with
Austin Peay for fourth place the
Governors would go because of
the way ties are decided.
The first method is to look at
how the tied teams did against
each other. In this case that
proves nothing because Eastern
and Austin Peay split.
Then the records of the two
schools against the first place
team are looked at and that is
where Peay gets the edge. They
beat Middle Tennessee, the
current conference leader, in
their first meeting, whereas
Eastern dropped both games.
Instead of everyone enjoying
the upcoming three-day
weekend by doing the same old
thing they do on every two-day
weekend, Colonel fans ought to
think about making the trip to
Johnson City, Tenn. for the OVC
indoor track championships and
the East Tennessee game.

Andy's Pizza Palace
"If vou're burning a lot of the
midnight oil...take a break."
Why study on an empty stomach ?
We'll
deliver a, hot & tasty" pizza Delivery
....
623-5400
right to your dorm.
r

COLLEGE CAMPUS

350 EASTERN BY-PASS

SPECIAL!

Hours: 11:00 a.m. -12:45 a.m.

(Next to University Motel)
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SKIRTS, «*
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BOOK YOUR
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Catalog desk—623-7140
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Northern claims revenge

Eels swim to 5-3
dual meet record
ByKFNTI.NGI.KY
SUH Writer
The Eastern Kentucky Eels
raised their dual meet competition record to 5-3 as they
took two out of three meets
over the past week.
The Eels defeated Centre
College 66-25, as they swam
away with 12 of the 13 first
places. They were led by Scott
Mosgrove
and
Mike
Machuzak.
Machuzak was Eastern's
only double winner as he won
boil, the 1000 and 500 yd.
freestyle events.
For
Machuzak, it was the first
time he had ever swam the 40
lap event riOOO yd. freestyle)
at Eastern.
Coach Dan Lichty of
Eastern said, "His time
< 10:20.2) was outstanding for
it being the first time he ever
swam it."
Mosgrove won the 200 yd.
butterfly as he took six

Women win two of three

seconds off his career best.
On Saturday, the ftels lost to
the University of Kentucky 7339. "We swam very poorly,"
said Lichty. "We just did not
get it together as a team."
The Eels could manage only
two first places—Chris Gray
won the 500 yd. freestyle and
the 400 yd. freestyle relay
learn of John Meisenheimer,
Ray House, Chip Davis and
Mark Sullivan captured the
other event.
Eastern's other win came
Friday night as they defeated
Berea College 49-29, in an
unscheduled meet which saw
the Eels win all 13 first places.
The Eels travel to Terre
Haute, Ind. Friday night
where they will swim against
Indiana State at 7 p.m.
They return home Saturday to
swim against Vanderbilt at 2
p.m.
in
the
Combs
Natatorium.

Cindy Lundberg, a senior from Springfield, chipped in 14 points against the Lady Racers
Va. tries to penetrate against Murray in a in the 82-74 victory.
game played last Monday night. Lundberg
The Eastern Progress

Frommeyer on All-Academic
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Steve Frommeyer, a senior
defensive back, has been
selected to the 1977 Football
Academic All-American
team.
This is the second athletic
and academic honor in
two months for the Cold
Springs native. Frommeyer,
selected as the Most Valuable
Defensive Player for the
1977 Colonel team by his fellow
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f inta^arnural highlights)
The table tennis singles
tournament was held last
week with Doug Sallee winning the championship over
John Stone 21-18, 21-4. Sallee
had a struggle in the
semifinals defeating Levi
Fishback 21-19, 17-21, 11-8.
Stone made it into the finals by
decisioning Russ Laycock 2114, 21-19.
The basketball season has
been extended because of the
Eastern basketball games
being rescheduled. In action
last week Jinx upset
previously undefeated 7-11 in
the super conference 53-50.
With the season winding
down, many leagues are still
without a clear-cut champion.
The teams which are leading

their leagues are:
A-Dr.K and Interns
Wampuscats
B-Sonics
('-Sunshine
D- Bogey Bunch
F-CannonbaUs
Phi Beta Sigma
H- Beta Theta Pi
I- Sigma Pi
J-DucesWild
K-Tri-State
J- Checkmate
K-P-Funk2
L- Mad Dogs
LL-Mills men
Road Runners
M-Goofers
D. B. Bobcats
N-Pit'B"
P-Troutiishing of America
Q- Players
Faculty League—Football
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44
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44
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44
44
24
44
44
34
34
34
34
34
24
44
44
44
24

MARANATHA

405
West
Main
Jesus said:
"I am the way. the truth, and the life no one comes to
the Father but be me.
John 14:6

players in double figures.
The Illinois State Redbirds.
led by 6-2 All-American center
Charlotte Lewis, brought a 48 record into the Coliseum.
and despite Lewis' 27 points
and 12 rebounds, the Lady
Colonels won. 88-75.
The women had some
unusual warmups for the
Illinois State game. Each girl
came out for shooting practice
wearing a T-shirt with "7th
wonders" inscribed on them.
They were given to the team
from the guys on the seventh
floor at Keene Hall.
The Lady Colonels had their
best shooting night of the year,
hitting on 39 of 74 shots for 52.7
percent as Gay led the
barrage with 15 of 23 for 30
points.
Leading 40-28 at the half, the
Lady Colonels quickly upped
that to 56-38 with a little under
14 minutes to play when
Lewis and Pat McKinzie went

We feature AC Oil, Air, Gasoline and
Transmission Filters. All are carefully
designed to help protect your car. Check
your owner's manual now to set? if it's time
to change the filters on your car. Then
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(all the I itlt-lit «. I nion Collcgi'Masler
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966-83459

Thanks, AC.
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to work and suddenly it was
58-48. but Eastern scored the
next seven straight to put the
game away, winning by 13, 8875.
Against Murray, the Lady
Colonels saw their 19-point
halftime lead dwindle down to
only five at 79-74. late in the
second half, but they held on to
beat the Racers. 82-74.
"We were making errors on
offense and defense that we
should not be making at this
time of year," said Duncan.
We won the first half and
then barely avoided losing the
game in the second."
Gay had 23 points to pace
the Colonel scoring attack, but
Freshwater turned in one of
her best games of the year,
scoring 21 points and ripping
down 14 rebounds.
"This was one of her best
games," Duncan said. "She
played defense and shot well."

Cleanup.

- Macbeth

Feb. 11, Eaaiera vs. Ap-

palaihian St.,
Bnaae, N.C.

- sports -

players and in December was
awarded
an
NCAA
Postgraduate Scholarship,
continues
to
receive
prestigious distinctions as the
safety selection on the first
team defense of the Academic
All-American team.
The 26th annual squad was
selected by vote of the College
Sports Information Directors
of America (CoSIDA

By CHRIS ELSBERRY
SUH Writer
After a disappointing loss to
Northern Kentucky last
Wednesday, the Lady Colonels
stormed back to up their
record to 10-9 as they won
their next two games, beating
Illinois State, 88-75 on
Saturday and Murray State,
82-74 on Monday.
In their rematch with
Northern, the women took a
42-40 halftime lead, only to see
Northern come out in a fullcourt press in the second half.
They outscored the Colonels,
49-34 to get revenge from an
earlier 6545 defeat by beating
Eastern, 89-76.
"We literaHy feU apart in
the second half," said head
coach Shirley Duncan. "They
pressed us and we turned it
over time and time again; we
really lost our heads."
Peggy Gay, named OVC
woman Player of the Week,
last week, scored 18 points to
lead the Colonels.
Gayle
Freshwater was close behind
with 14, but Northern's Pam
Vincent led all scorers with 24
as Northern placed five

"Tomorrow,
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow."

Friday. Feb. 17. Eastern vi. Indlaaa
Slate 7-it Terre Haute, lad.
Saturday. Feb. it. Vanderbilt vi.
Eastern t :•» Cambt NaUlartam.

Women's BatketbaU

OVCSUndings (Women)
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No big headache

Biofeedback provides food for thought
By LARRY BERNARD
Feature Editor

Stepping to the music
One couple obviously enjoys the festivities at
the Valentine's dance held Tuesday night in

ipholo by STEVE BROWN i

the Keen Johnson Ballroom. Many students
attended the dance to cap off a special day.

A reporter leads a rough and
dangerous life. Never was
this more evident than when I
decided to be the brave and
crusading journalise by
participating in a biofeedback
experiment on campus.
I wasn't exactly thrilled at
the prospect of indulging in
the experiment. Let's just say
that I did it all for you dear
readers who have no idea of
the goings-on in a biofeedback
experiment.
Americans seem to be
basically terrified of any form
of pyschology or science,
especially experimentation.
I'm afraid I must place myself
in this category. A scientist
probably ranks second only to
Anita Bryant in terms of
unpopular people.
Whatever the case, when I
approached the door in the
Moore building marked
"Research," my knees began
to quiver violently and uncontrollably. Only the thought
of readers being deprived of
such an important subject
allowed me to muster enough
courage to knock on the door.
I was expecting one of those
"mad" scientists with hair
frizzled out even farther than
Dolly Parton's birdnest to be
sitting in the lab pouring

Marine Corps concepts

Amphibious warfare program today
The United States Marine
Corps will present a study in
contemporary amphibious
warfare at the University
today
Amphibious Warfare
Studies are developed at two
to three year intervals and set
in
varying
locations

throughout the world.
The studies include area
analysis, postulation enemy
orders
of
battle,
a
hypothetical politcal situation
and a description of typical
U.S. resources and their
employment in the midrange
period. These factors are

manipulated in an amphibious
warfare scenario designed to
illustrate the latest Marine
Corps doctrinal concepts.
The study will be presented
orally with visual aids on
campus in Posey auditorium
in the St ration Building at 7
p.m.

The event is sponsored by
the Marine Corps' Semper
Fidelis Society and the
Scabbard and the Blade
Honorary of the University
Military Science Department.
The study will be open to the
public as well as students and
faculty. Admission is free.

EKU Center Board Presents

*•# *

Leonard Nimoy
February 16,1978
Brock Auditorium
7:30
Free Admission

LEONARD NIMOY

boiling liquids into test tubes.
However, I was surprised
land I must admit slightly
disappointed) to find a very
pretty young girl in the room.
"Come in," she said with an
air of niceness and enthusiasm.
I could swear I detected an
evil sneer tugging at her lips
behind that friendly facade.
We were probably going to
recreate a scene from that
classic horror movie "Bambi
Meets Godzilla."
After a brief explanation of
the function of biofeedback
experiments, which is mainly
used in the treatment of migraine headaches, the young
girl asked, "Any questions?"
"Just one," I thought.

"What is my destiny? To be
transformed into Wolfman or
Ronald Reagan?"
My cowardly nature really
emerged when my experimenter whipped out a long
wire with a device on the end
that resembled Charles
Manson's murder weapon.
"Will this hurt?" I whimpered in my best macho Clint
Eastwood voice. I even tried
to squint my eyes like him but
I became so dizzy I nearly fell
out of my chair.
After attaching the wire to
my finger, the girl informed
me that my body temperature
would be flashed upon the
screen of an electro-magnetic
temperature device.
The numbers that appeared

By RONNIE GASH
and
LYNNEKRUER
By the time July comes to
an end at least one program at
the University could possibly
have an honor bestowed upon
it.
And although the program is
a relatively new one, chances
seem good that the accreditation board will accredit
the occupational therapy
program in July.
"The accreditation committee commented on the
enthusiasm and hardwork of
the occupational therapy
faculty, together with the
cooperation of the administration of Eastern," said
Carla Quinn, a senior member
of the program.
However, July must get
here before anyone knows for
sure if the program will be
accredited.
Before going any further it
would probably be a good idea
to let students in on exactly
what occupational therapy is.
According to the College of
Allied Health and Nursing, the
primary focus of the program
is the development of adaptive
skills and performance
capacity.
It provides service to those
individuals whose abilities to
cope with tasks of living are
threatened or impaired by
developmental deficits, the
aging process, poverty and
cultural differences, physical
injury
or
illness,
or
psychological and social
disability.
Occupational therapy waa
brought to the University two
years ago by Mrs. Dorothy
Jeffrey, chairman of the
department, and got it underway in the fall semester of
1976.
According
to
Dennis
Brennan, a junior in the

program,
occupational
therapy at this University has
a certain distinction.
"This is the only school in
Kentucky that has the
program," he said.
So how does a student go
about getting into the
program?
He must be entering his
junior year in the fall and he
should have maintained a 2.5
grade point average in all
other basic science courses,
according to the College of
Allied Health and Nursing.
A limit of 25 applications
will be picked from each class
and the 25 sophomores picked
will go into the program the
following fall semester.
Anyone wanting further
information should go to the
Wallace building, room 109 or
call 3300.
Even though students are
not actually admitted into the
occupational
therapy

■

.
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program until their junior
year, they must complete four
years of study and six additional months of field
training to obtain a Bachelor
of Science degree in occupational therapy.
Students will be placed in
medical, social and community and occupational
facilities where occupational
therapy is practiced during
the additional six-month field
experience.
Those students that successfully complete the field
experience will be awarded a
proficiency certificate in
occupational therapy. They
will also be able to take the
National Certification
Examination of the American
Occupational Therapy
Association.
For those students who
might be interested, the occupational therapy program
members have organized a

One student gets a personal demonstration of
practical techniques in Occupational Therapy

Host, New Syndicated
T.V. Show—In Search of
Star of National Tour of
Sherlock Holmes

Mr. Spock^
of
£TAR TREK^,

plaza fountain on a summer
day.
"Don't worry about it," the
girl said. "There's nothing to
really worry about."
Maybe not, but why do I
keep thinking of how a little,
dumb white rat probably
passed the test with flying
colors.
I emerged from the lab after
about an hour or so feeling
about as foolish as Richard
Nixon must have felt when he
was told he had forgotten to
burn the Watergate tapes.
I felt dejected, frustrated,
tired and foolish, but at least I
know how a guinea pig feels
when he fails one of those
experiments.

New Occupational Therapy program
hopes for accreditation this summer

■

r

first seemed to be normal and
I allowed myself to relax a
little.
Then suddenly the
temperature
dropped
dramatically and rapidly.
The experimenter's eyes
nearly popped out. "This is
incredible," she kept saying. I
kept muttering the Lord's
Prayer.
Instead of returning to
normality, my temperature
stabilized at an all-time low.
My whole body began to shake
and feel cold.
Tina Louise, I got news for
you. That deodorant that you
brag so much about on the
television commercial and say
is effective in tense situations,
does not work. My armpits
began to feel like the Powell

i

tl

club this semester. Meetings
will be held once a month and
the club is already making
plans to take field trips, have
speakers and show films
related to occupational
therapy.
Jo Teachman, associate
professor of occupational
therapy, and Nancy Moore, an
instructor of occupational
therapy, are advising about
100 students. As of now, the
occupational
therapy
program has 18 juniors and
four seniors.
"The emphasis is on individual education," Teachman said.
The purpose is to build a
better sense of communication in occupational
therapy and to make the
program better known in
Kentucky, said Mary Gasser,
student curriculum
representative
for
the
organization.

from the instructor while other students look
on.

^^^mmmmmmm
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Artists are.,.

■

Rare individuals who help bring beauty, joy to life
An artist is someone who ex- playwrights, etc., etc...
My point is that we are all
presses an individual feeling
and the reality of life and terribly generous in our use of
the word "artist."
reflects beauty through art
Every time you turn around,
If you think this sounds
slightly familiar, then good for you can find someone referring
you. You must have read the
arts page last week.
And in case you haven't
already guessed, this is a
sequel to last week's column.
Because of the tremendous
response I received last week
(two people casually mentioned
they liked my column) I've
decided to play philosopher for
one more week.
to a recording artist, guest arIt seems it would be simple tist, staff artist, resident artist
enough to define an artist as and on and on.
someone who does art.
To top it all off, we
However, I've never been one specifically refer to people who
to make things easy, so I'd like draw and paint within the
to take exception to the discipline of art as artists.
traditional definition of an arI was brought up to be rather
tist.
stingy in my use of any term
I'll even accuse Webster of that implied someone was a
oversimplification. The dic- real expert in any of the fine
tionary defines an artist as "a arts.
person skilled in one of the fine
I can remember one incident
arts."
in particular.
After seven
By my reasoning, this would years of study on a musical ininclude people who draw, paint, strument, I referred to myself
sculpt and etch, as well as one day as a musician. To this
musicians, photographers, all statement, my father (who
dancers, actors,, directors, really is a musician) replied,

"If you keep practicing,
someday you will be."
Is there a certain amount of
proficiency one must attain
before the label of artist or
musician or actor can be

the arts
tina schoewfB

Defining an artist is almost as difficult as defining art. However
there's no denying the contribution made to all of our lives by the
great painters, musicians and actors of the world.

Music majors combine
nerve, talents in recitals
By VIRGINIA EAGER
Staff Writer
The house lights dim, the
audience grows quiet in anticipation, the curtains part and
a lone soul walks out on stage.
He begins citing proof of the
Pythagorean Theorem.
Sound strange? Yes, in the
math department. But in the
music department this is a notso-uncommon occurrence,
called a Senior Recital.
"What happens if I make a
boo-boo," worried Donna Campbell, alto sax player. This
seemed to represent most performer's biggest worry.
Nervousness is another
worry. "Yes, I'll be very nervous," said pianist, Stephanie
Berkey. But Jamie Odle added,
"Hopefully I won't be nervous
but the music will be running
through my mind."
Odle also stated, "The music
will be so ingrained in my mind
I won't think of anything else."
Campbell said, "As long as you
can't see the people in the
audience, it's okay."
Just think if all seniors had to
go before a board of professors
in their chosen major and perform for a half-hour or an hour.
Then in one month they had to
perform the memorized
material before an audience of
their peers.
No, not everyone could do it.
It takes a person with talent
and nerve. Or maybe it is a bit
of eccentricity. It takes a

music major!
"Yes it (the recital) will help
me in teaching when I perform
for my students," said Jane
Terry, a pianist in music
education. Preparing for the
future is one purpose of the
senior recital.
Odle, a junior performance
major, said "It is always good
to work really intensely toward
a goal." She practices about
four hours a day and has been
preparing for her recital for
about one year.
Some have been preparing
for only six months but some
only practice one hour each
day. But then there are those
who have been preparing for a
year and practice five or six
hours a day.
Either way, they all hope for
the best results. They hope, "to
have things under control," in
the words of Terry who has
been playing piano since she
was eight years old.
Most of the music majors
have started from a fairly early
age and have basically been
working toward this all their
lives.
Nevertheless the
majority believe the hours of
practice and the hard work of
memorization are worth the
end result.
So math majors, relax. Only
the musicians of the University
have this worry. And to them it
might possibly be a pleasure.
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'Rock star Hale sculpts
for sake of mystery, myth
By JEFF HILLAKD
Staff Writer
Rarely will you find an artist
(of any sort) whose perfected
creations depend upon an
unusually "jagged," "rugged"
and "rock-hard" imagination.
Unless you happen to visit the
sculpture of E. C. Hale,
associate professor of art, who
has launched a new technique
in the form of rock sculpture.
The sculpture is being
exhibited in Giles Gallery
through Feb. 24. Gallery hours
are from 9:15 a.m. to4:30 p.m.
Even from a distance, an unfamiliar sense of the sculpture
world will fool the average artbuff. There are nb ordinary
chiseled busts of infamous
history makers, although a
celebrated literary masterpiece and its meaning are captured in "The Gulliver Rock."
For the sake of mystery and
myth, Hale experiments with
the geode rock. Much of his
searching for the rock came in
Kentucky, where geode
deposits are abundant. And
unlike the typical round rock, a

geode is wrapped in an origin of
mystery and a very interesting
one.
When entering the gallery, a
sign should appear noting that
"sculptors are jacks of all
trades"—a motto that Hale
trusts and believes without
question.
The cutting and
welding devices that he uses,
for instance, play a serious but
only small part in the entire
creation. The rock must be implanted to form an image
(which is always decided upon
by our own imagination).
The mystery involved with
the geode's form is something
that only the imagination can
satisfy. Hale has invented different structures so that our
imagination keeps wandering.
Observe the displays closeup. Several of the creations
seem almost alive. And those
that are sliced open appear to
be trying to express something.

given? This must be true,
without a doubt. But often we
don't stop to consider this.
After all, would you call
someone who learned to play
the electric organ in ten easy
lessons a musician?
I played the part of a tree in
my second grade play but I was
certainly no actress (although
you never could have convinced
me of that at the time.)
I don't think it would hurt any
of us to sit back and consider
our use of these terms before
we let them further grace our
vocabulary.
But alas, even as I sit here

writing this, I can't help but
ponder a few more aesthetic
ideas.
Last week I said art was
beyond definition. However I
conceded that within the realm
of the artistic and aesthetic was
an expression life, beauty and
individual feeling.
There have been innumerable people in my life
who have brought beauty to it.
However many of these people
were not musical, dramatic or
skilled with clay or oil paints.
So I think I've just gotten
myself stuck in the middle. (I
guess it's too deep for me.)
Let me suffice to conclude
that an artist is indeed a rare
individual. And if you feel you
have found someone who fits
your own description of an artist, learn all you can from
them.
For there is one thing of
which I am sure, even if it
seems I don't know what I'm
talking about. (I'll admit it.)
Never lose an opportunity to
bring as much art as you can into your life. Art brings with it a
rare and precious opportunity
for beauty and joy.

■
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this week

in the arts

Tonight Leonard Nimoy will
give a lecture in Brock
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Nimoy
is perhaps best-known for his
role of Mr. Spock in the
television series "Star Trek."
The topic of his talk will be
"Spock and I."
This Centerboard-sponsored activity is
free of charge.

•••••

On Monday, the Indiana
University Chamber Singers
will give a free concert at 8:30
p.m. in Brock Auditorium. The
program will feature works by
Mozart, Schu'tz, Schoenberg,
Vaughan Williams and Brahms
and is co-sponsored by Centerboard and the Department
of Music.

**•••

Robinson Jeffers' version of
"Medea" will be staged Wednesday through Saturday in
Gifford Theatre, beginning at
7:30 p.m. Reservations may be
The University and certainly
made by calling 3480 between
Kentucky have produced a
11:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. weekmajor artist who has invented a
days. Tickets are $1 for studennew range of sculpture with the
\ts and $1.50 for non-students.
geode rock.

KET NEWS..."Kentucky Onstage" looks at medieval
drama by highlighting scenes
from Berea College's "Second
Shepherd's Play" in its second
presentation Wednesday at 10
p.m. and Sunday at 4:30 p.m.
*****

Tickets for the Arlo Guthrie
concert to be held Monday,
March 6, will go on sale
Tuesday, Feb. 21 at the Powell
Building information desk and
the Bursar's window in the
Coates Administration
Building. The concert will be
held in Brock Auditorium and
will begin at 7:30 p.m. Prices
are $3 for students and $5 for
non-students.

I

*••••
Looking Ahead...Department
of Music presentations coming
up include Concert Band (Feb.
23), Concert Choir and University Singers (Feb. 28) and Symphonic Band (March 1). All
three concerts will be held in
Brock Auditorium and will
begin at 8:30 p.m.
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CRESCENT
MAT BOARD

150 COLORS
32X40'2.50 SHEET
L_B£N

■

bALLERY

r 623-8568^
Hours:
Tu«». 10 mi

to 6 pjn.

Wtd. 10 ».m. to 6 p.m.
Thurt. 10 «.m. to 6 pJ".
Fri. 10 »jn. to ( pJ"Sat. 8

J

m

to 2 i.m

Phone
623-1723

,A^m>

BOBBY JACKS STYLE SHOP
1507 East Main Street
Next door ta>C&C Bargin Barn

Bring this ad with
you for a free shampoo

IO.I

Live Stereo Broadcast
Each Monday Night 9:30 — 11

-©000101.7
Half Price Specials During Stereocast
Monday Night Fever T-Shirt* to First
25 at Door
Florida Vacation Chances Given
Each Monday
135 EAST MAIN, RICHMOND
i

*
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Counseling service
directed to problems
of minority students
HyROBSANDKRS
Staff Writer
The main objective of tht Minority
Students Counseling Service is to get
the minority student here and then help
keep him or her according to Bill Johnson, instructor of the four-year-old service.
Dale 3umpas«, training adviser for
the center stresses the importance of
the MSCS to minority students,
especially freshman students have no
idea when they come here the types of
problems they are going to encounter,
whether they be social, personal or
academic and that is why we're here."
The MSCS was started in 1974 as an
overall office for minority needs.
The service itself is run by Johnson
and staffed by ten students, five of
which are volunteers.
Gloria Byrd, advertising agent for
the service, feels the utilization of
student staffers is an advantage far the
students that show up with some need,
"People are more comfortable talking
to someone who is on their same
educational level."
Although the service is provided in an
unusual way, the concept is really not
unique.
"Most universities have an office of
minority affairs, but for right now our
program operates through the counseling center," Johnson said.
Plans to expand are being tossed

around by Johnson and his staff, but
financing is slow in coming.
"UK has a good system up there but
actually we have more minority students than they do and we're without the
good system," he said.
"Money, as always, is the problem,"
Byrd said, "there are ways to keep
above water once we get started, but
getting started is the thing."
She added, "we need to be independant of the university by having a
seperatc budget from the normal counseling service. I'm sure we could be
self sufficient in one or two years."
More and more students are
becoming aware of the service and increasingly coming to realize its
possibilities.
Wanda Frazer, activity adviser and
the main "recruiter" for Uie program
sums it up like this, "Right now we are
going out after the students, soon, we
hope, they will feel comfortable enough
to come to us."
"Our immediate concern right now is
ignorance, the students just don't know
that we are here or what we can do for
them. We meet every week in our Personal Growth Group in the office we
maintain here in Ellendale Hall," Johnson said.
Students are invited to drop by the office anytime between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
"We are always open to new ideas and
suggestions and we're always ready to
help," Johnson said.

Steppin' out in high style

State violations being issued in fire zone parking
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
Students are being given state
violations for parking in fire zones,
according to Thomas Lindquist. head of
Safety and Security.
It was reported last weelf in the
Progress that city violations were being
issued to those in fire zones but this
information was false.
The city violation would cost $2 plus
towing charges. The state violation
would cost $27.50 plus $10 in court cost.
The cost of towing the car will also be
charged to the student.
"These are violations of state laws.
The biggest problems are around
Walters and Telford Halls with cars
parked in the middle of the street,"
Lindquist said.
People would leave their cars in the
fire lanes while picking up dates and
this was causing traffic backups, according to Lindquist
Students were complaining that they
could not get through at times because
of the cars parked in violation.
"It came to a head with the Telford
fire and when we had several accidents," Lindquist said.
Security had been giving verbal
warnings to students parked in
violation of the fire lanes for about
three weeks, according to Lindquist.

Senate Bill 181
Two students would be seated
on schools' disciplinary boards
A bill which would seat two students
as voting members on state universities' disciplinary boards won Senate
approval Tuesday in Frankfort.
Senate Bill 181 will now be sent to the
Committee on Committees in the
House, where it is expected to be forwarded to the Education Committee for
consideration.
The bill fulfills a campaign promise
made to University students last fall by
its sponsor. Sen. Robert R. Martin,
former University president.
Under the proposed
legislation,

Little Colonels kick high for the team during their half-time show Monday night.
Despite their spirit, Murray defeated the Colonels 80-76.

students would be selected by the Board
of Regents for positions on the
disciplinary boards. Students currently
hold seats on the boards, but cannot
vote.
Martin said he expects the bill to pass
through the House also.
House Bill 145, which would allow
faculty members to serve in the state
legislature, has been approved by both
the House and Senate and now goes to
the Governor for signature.
Current statutes prohibit state employes from holding office in the
legislature.

"We tried to clear it up with the $2
tickets but students didn't think it was
too much of a price to pay for the
privilege of parking there," Lindquist
said.
In case of a car parked in a fire lane
and a fire occured, the car would be
moved, if time allowed.
The usual procedure is to break out
the windows of the car and run the fire
hose through them, according to Lin-

dquist.
The Richmond Fire Chief has
specified areas to be turned into fire
lanes. These new fire zones will be
marked as soon as the weather clears
up.
One idea the Parking Committee is
working on to help clear up the problem
of people parking in front of buildings is
to put parking meters up for short term
parking.

"Then if someone wanted to pick up a
date or get their things to go home, they
could park next to the dorms,"
Lindquist said.
If a student gets a violation for
parking he will get a date to appear in
county court in Richmond.
"This is a serious problem. It is a
state violation that is being broken. We
have tried other means but they just
haven't worked," Lindquist said.

Focus on fatalities

Traffic Safety schedules 14 workshops
The Traffic Safety Institute
of
Eastern
Kentucky
University is conducting 14
one-day
workshops
for
teachers throughout the state
in an effort to reduce traffic
accidents and fatalities.

cooperation with the Kentucky
Department of Transportation
and the Department of
Education, "will familiarize
driver education and health
teachers with education
materials, including a 2816-mm
film,
A survey conducted by the minute,
Institute, which is in the EKU "Dialogue About Drinking,"
College of Law Enforcement, Browne said.
indicated a serious drinking
The materials, developed
problem among teenagers in through a project called
Kentucky, Dr. William A. "Youth, Alcohol, and Traffic
Browne, Institute director, Safety," will be distributed to
said.
the schools represented at the
The workshop, held in workshops.

Rags & Britches

Dates and sites of the
remaining workshops are
Feb. 21, Kentucky Dam
Village Lodge, Gilbertsville;
Feb. 22, Ramada Inn,
Madison ville;
Feb.
23,
Holiday Inn, Highway 60,
Owensboro; Feb. 28, Downing
University Center, Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Green; March 1, Holiday Inn
North, Elizabethtown.
Also, March 2, Holiday Inn
East, Louisville; March 7,
Lindsey Wilson College,
Columbia; March 8, Carter

Caves State Park Lodge, Olive
Hill; March 8, Holiday Inn,
Corbin; March 9, Hazard
Community College; March
10,
Lexington
Hilton,
Lexington; March 13, Jenny
Wiley State Park Lodge,
Prestonburg.
Workshops which may have
to be re-scheduled because of
bad weather will be held
during March 20-24, Browne
said. He asked teachers to
attend the workshop closest to
their home or school.
Questions should be addressed
to him at (606) 622-2236.

Reduces for Clearance
"Outrageous Savings for you.
Ladies 4 piece
Suits—20% off
Ladies Sweaters
—60% off
Blouses &
Pullover Top
—60% off

toPizza
Zf-i
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Let your teeth sink into a Thick n Chewy pizza.
Or let em crunch into a Thin n Crispy* pizza. Let
yourself get your fill of your favorite topping
or
let yourself go for the works-just say Supreme"!
Let yourself go Italian-style .. with our Cavatini"
deep-dish pasta or a great big
dish of spaghetti. And don't
forget to let yourself go to our
Toss-All-You-Want Salad Bar
There's no stopping until you're
through, when you let yourself go to Pizza Hut:

Rto
4lut

Richmond, Ky.
623-2264

(Slacks ft Shirt) slacks by
100% Cotton wrap around
in back. Side pocket on leg.
Red, Blue 8 Cream plaid 35%
50% Cotton
By Kennington
Shirt Reg. 14.00 Now
Slack Reg. 24.00 Now

3 Piece Cream Suit by
Old Town 100% Polyester
Jacket 38.00 Vest 18.00
Skirt 20.00

r

i
i
i
i
Cajiv^iu* i ZCCe"!

Male.
waist tie
Shirt of
polyester
8.99
12.00

Dresses & Jumpers—60% off
Denims—Jacket. Vest, Slacks
skirts & Dresses 60% off

Let
tod^y.

Men's Jeans
Reg $24°° Now $10°°

Sale
(Khaki Jumpsuit) by PBJ
consisting of 50% Polyester 50%
Cotton

|j

Reg. Price 39.95
Sale Price--20.00

Thar. Fri. fc Sat.
8:38 8:30 8:30
5:30 to 7:00 7:00

